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TEAM NAMIBIA CALLS FOR PRIVATE SECTOR
PARTICIPATION TO FIGHT FOR A CONDUCIVE
ENVIRONMENT TO GROW NAMIBIAN
BUSINESS
Team Namibia, the member-based organisation has the mandate to
contribute towards “Growth at Home” and secure optimal market access for
Namibian businesses with the mission to ultimately impact economic
sustainability. A recessionary environment, a reputation tarnished by
corruption

scandals,

and

unreasonable

competition

from

foreign

companies in Namibia, have a direct impact on doing business and the
economic well-being of the local companies. The consequence of this is
that Namibians must act quickly to bring the Namibian economy on to a
path of sustainable growth, in order to eradicate poverty and ensure
prosperity for all Namibians.
Team Namibia calls for deliberate and explicit regulation that protects
Namibian businesses from unfair competition, in every sector of the
economy. Despite recognising the increasing political desire to liberalise
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markets in line with aspirations of regional, continental and global
economic integration, Team Namibia is of the opinion that liberalising
Namibia’s economy at the cost of local businesses, does not free Namibian
business, instead it confines the Namibian economy for other nations to
keep.
Trade policy and regulation in all sectors of the Namibian economy must be
of such a nature that it supports Namibian businesses. Appropriate and
carefully considered industry protection in line with the maturity and
strength of the respective industries, is needed. This is across the spectrum
– e.g. ICT, cement, dairy, poultry, fishing, mining, construction, packaging,

Bärbel Kirchner, account director of Team Namibia
says: “Team Namibia is here to fight for Namibian
business. We need to ensure that our local
businesses have better prospects. We need to have
favourable conditions for all our businesses in all
sectors of the economy. We need an environment that
is conducive to attract investment, whether this is
creating a very clear policy environment or
preventing corruption".

clothing and jewellery production, and others - that have to compete with
unfair or unreasonable competition from outside, with the consequence
that other nations capture the Namibian market.
Indeed, current developments in the fishing sector are of huge detriment to
the local industry. The Fishrot Scandal and the allocation of right holders
and quotas to businesses without adequate infrastructure is unlikely to be
encouraging to local businesses that have invested hugely in this sector.
Team Namibia is also adamant that decisive action must be taken to ensure
a conducive environment to conduct business. Policy, regulatory and
legislative aspirations must be clear. Swift action is required to ensure that
Namibia creates an investor friendly environment, to attract not only
domestic but also much needed foreign direct investment.
Team Namibia, an organisation financed by private sector membership
fees, therefore is calling on all businesses to join the organisation. This will
not only ensure more resources to more effectively secure market access
for businesses by creating requisite awareness, but it will also increase the

Team Namibia account director: Bärbel Kirchner

impact of Team Namibia’s advocacy efforts to secure a better regulatory
environment for Namibian businesses.
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IN THE NEWS

BREXIT WON'T DISRUPT TRADE RELATIONS WITH NAMIBIA
THE United Kingdom's minister for Africa,

He

trading

Geingob said Namibia is determined to

Andrew Stephenson,said the UK is keen

relationship between Namibia and the UK,

open its doors to foreign investment,

to ensure that Brexit does not disrupt

and urged both countries to strive for

stressing

trade

increased trade.

addition is, in particular, a vital area of

relations

with

their

partners,

emphasised

the

good

that

the

aspect

of

value

focus to ensure the transformation of

including Namibia.
“These are some of the conversations that

technology and job creation in the

Stephenson, who was on a two-day

we

country.

familiarisation trip to Namibia, gave this

businessmen and ministers. I think without

assurance during a press conference in

attracting more business and investments,

Although he was only in the country for

Windhoek , on the 09 January 2020.

we won't be able to secure jobs that young

two days, Stephenson said he got a

The assurance comes in light of the

people want. So it is in the interest of both

chance to visit the Windhoek informal

impending possibility that Britain could

countries to work together and to make

settlements

and

be exiting the European Union by the

sure our trade flows,” he said.

challenges

facing

have

been

discussing

with

President Hage Geingob earlier this week
“As we leave the European Union at the

reiterated

end of January, we are beginning to sign

strengthening

the

continuity agreements at various places

with

both

around the world, including here [in

investments and trade. Geingob, who met

Namibia] to ensure that there is no

Stephenson during a courtesy call at State

disruption,”

said

Stephenson,

Namibia's

Britain,

commitment

existing
with

to

relationship
regards

to

adding

House yesterday, also said Namibia has

countries,

vast investment opportunities in the value-

including Namibia, to maintain ties with

added services, agriculture, and wildlife

the UK as their partner of choice.

and tourism economies.

he

wants

aware
the

of

the

population,

which he also discussed with various

end of January 2020.

that

is

African

business owners and ministers.

(Source:https://www.namibian.com.na/8
6914/read/Brexit-wont-disrupt-traderelations-with-Namibia)

Lower deficit expected in current fiscal year
The central government’s budget deficit

Government expenditure is estimated to

Adding to that, the “central government

is estimated to narrow during 2019/20

rise

revenue is estimated to rise during the

when compared to the preceding fiscal

compared

year.

fiscal year 2019/20, compared to the

year, which is mainly due to an increase

During the recent mid-year budget review,

previous fiscal year, as a result of higher

in revenue as a result of higher SACU

government expenditure was estimated at

SACU receipts.

receipts.

N$66.6 billion, similar to the estimate in

Central

the 2019 main budget, and it is further

estimated to rise by 4.5 percent to

And the deficit is expected to decline

projected to gradually increase over the

N$58.4

even

MTEF period.

financial year. This is mainly due to

further

over

the

Medium-Term

during

the

to

the

fiscal

year

previous

2019/20,

fiscal

Expenditure Framework (MTEF) period,

government
billion

revenue

during

the

is

2019/20

higher SACU receipts which are set to

as was reported in the Bank of Namibia

The report further stated that this estimate

rise by 8.9 percent to N$18.9 billion

quarterly bulletin for December 2019.

is slightly higher than the N$65.1 billion

during

registered during the fiscal year 2018/19.

compared to the previous fiscal year.”

the

2019/20

financial

year,

“During the mid-year budget review in

Meanwhile, an amount of N$1.2 billion was

October 2019, the central government

re-allocated under the mid-year budget

Moreover,

deficit as a percentage of GDP was

review to cater for shortfalls in some

government revenue is projected to

estimated at 4.1 percent, the same as the

government offices/ministries or agencies

increase to N$61.8 billion by fiscal year

earlier estimate in the main budget in

that

2021/22

March 2019. However, this was lower

consideration under the next budget.

could

otherwise

not

wait

for

anticipated

than the actual 2018/19 financial year

over

mainly
tax

the

MTEF

due
revenue

to

period,

higher

collections,

including SACU receipts.

deficit-to-GDP ratio of 4.8 percent, and is

These

estimated

different votes that had recorded saving or

(Source:https://neweralive.na/posts/lowe

underspending,

r-deficit-expected-in-current-fiscal-year)

percent
reported.

to
over

decline
the

further

MTEF

to

period,”

2.8
it

funds

were

re-allocated

predominantly

from
the

development budget.
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TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERS NEWS
THE NAMIBIA FISH CONSUMPTION PROMOTION TRUST AND BENGUELLA
SKI BOAT FISHING ASSOCIATION SIGNED A MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING TO COOPERATIVELY PROMOTE THE CONSUMPTION OF
FISH ACROSS NAMIBIA
2. Mutually agree on the pricing of

The MOU stems on willingness and

Line Fish Species to promote the

goodwill between the parties to

consumption of fish provided by

beneficially support one to another in

Benguella Ski Boat Fishing Association

the plight of promoting fish

to NFCPT shall be based on market
factors as agreed on preferential
pricing to ensure affordability;
3. Keeping records and provide

The Namibia Fish Consumption
Promotion Trust (NFCPT) signed a

quarterly returns on fish distribution
and consumption statistics;

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with Benguella Ski Boat Fishing

4. Support the Benguella Ski Boat

Association on Tuesday, 26 November

Fishing Association in the

2019 at Walvis Bay. The MOU sets out

transportation and cold storage of fish

supportive action steps to promote the

to support national fish consumption;

consumption and distribution of frozen

and

consumption, and NFCPT's smartpartnership objective that aims at
implementing programs together with
the fishing industry.
These programs are geared towards
encouraging enterprise development
in local fish trade and processing to
ensure the availability of fish in all
corners of our country.
They are further aimed at product
diversification to meet the growing

fish and fish products across the country.
5. Good governance systems, product

demand of our customers and broadly

Amongst the action steps contained in

stewardship and audits in operations,

address extreme hunger, poverty and

the MOU are:

distribution and sales of fish to include

enhance nutritional security

sound management, good product

particularly among lower-income and

1. Benguella Ski Boat Fishing Association

stewardship and annual external

marginalised households of our

quality audits shall be upheld.

communities.

will provide Line Fish Species (such as
Snoek) to complement the NFCPT market
needs;

BANK WINDHOEK RANKED BEST BANK IN NAMIBIA BY PSG
Bank Windhoek is ranked the best

with low credit losses, low operating

we are building a strong and high-

Bank in Namibia according to the

cost growth rates and good asset

performance driven business, we focus

recent PSG Banking Review Report for

growth as compared to opex over five

on being a responsible corporate citizen

2019 for the first time.

years. The PSG Review on the banking

by giving back to the communities in

sector started in 2013 and, in its 6th

which we operate. We also and ensure

year, has noticed the effects of weak

that we embed environmental

provides a detailed time series and

economic growth and severe drought

sustainability into the core of how we

financial ratio analysis between

that has impacted the industry.

approach business."

Bank Windhoek's Acting Managing

Bank Windhoek is proud to be the

Director, Claire Hobbs, said, "Our

flagship brand of Capricorn Investment

The

PSG

Namibia

Banking

and

listed

Review

South

Report

African,

Botswana, and Zambian Banks.
According

success is the result of the dedication

Group Limited (Capricorn Group),

Windhoek has been rated Best Bank in

to

the

report,

Bank

and resilience of our staff members. We

a financial services group listed on the

Namibia for the very first time since

have a unique and proud heritage based

Namibia Stock Exchange, and was

the inception of the PSG Bank Review

on the entrepreneurial foresight

recently named Bank of the Year by the

following its performance in the cost

and pioneering spirit of our founders

leading Financial Times publication.

efficiency and credit risk categories

embedded in our culture. In as much as
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TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERS NEWS
PUPKEWITZ GROUP ANNOUNCES TOUR DE WINDHOEK 2020
The Pupkewitz Group of Companies is proud

3 Teams already advised that they

The Pupkewitz Group invites all teams and

to announce their commitment as anchor

will be coming back in 2020.

cyclists worldwide, to sign up and secure

sponsor for the Pupkewitz Tour De

their participation for the Pupkewitz Tour

Windhoek September 2020.

This aspect is vital for the cycling

After the exhilarating success of the

standard, develop talent and

Pupkewitz Tour de Windhoek 20 – 22
September 2019, Pupkewitz Holdings,
Pupkewitz Motors, Pupkewitz Megatech and
Pupkewitz Megabuild have pledged their
contribution to offer this unique cycling
event for Namibia in 2020 again.
The Pupkewitz Tour De Windhoek offers
Namibian cyclist the opportunity to compete
with international cyclist. In 2019 we had 6
South African Men teams competing and 1

DE Windhoek 2020.

sports in Namibia to increase

For further information please contact the

strengthen the Namibian top cyclist

Race Director 2019:

to compete in international races

Mannie Heymans

worldwide.

mannie@mr-african.com

The Pupkewitz Tour De Windhoek
consist of five stages, while the Tour
de Windhoek Light for individual
cyclists and female teams will consist
of four stages. A maximum of 15 men
teams, three to six cyclists, and 10
ladies’ teams, three to five cyclists,
may enter the tour. A maximum of

South African Ladies team with few more

100 individual cyclists can enter the

SA cyclists within Namibian teams.

Pupkewitz Tour de Windhoek Light.

MORE SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AT KRAATZ
Skills development has been

the interns will do their job

Kraatz Manager - Human Capital,

consistent at Kraatz – a subsidiary of

attachment at Kraatz to gain

Roberto January: “The Kraatz

the Ohlthaver & List (O&L) Group, with

practical experience necessary

internship program continues to grow

its internship program that has played

for the job market, and get

from strength to strength. This

a significant part on the journey of

exposure in the Industrial &

program forms an integral part of the

students from the Namibia Institute of

Mining Division, Workshop, and

Kraatz journey of being a catalyst for

Mining and Technology (NIMT).

also in the Marine & Offshore

positive change in a country where

Division where they are exposed

skills shortage appears to be one of

to the ship repair industry.

our significant challenges. We are also

Nine (9) more NIMT students have just
been taken on board the Kraatz

dedicated to adding value locally, and

internship program, to be groomed in

Students on the program are

preparation for the working

mentored and coached by Master

environment by further developing

craftsmen in the engineering

Kraatz has invested in the skills

their knowledge and skills.

sector, both locally and

development of 121 NIMT students

Specialising in boiler-making,

internationally.

since the introduction of its internship

welding, and fitting & turning,

skills development is our contribution.”

program in 2011.

F.L.T.R. – Kraatz Manager: Human Capital, Roberto
January; Immanuel Nghidimondyila; Herman Uugwanga;
Oscar Mwifi; Silas Amutenya; Vilho Shihepo; Elias Sheefeni;
Pinehas Tobias; Maxwell Diergaardt; Shaun Titus (Absent),
and Kraatz Operations Manager, Kobie Potgieter.
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TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERS NEWS

STORY CRUSHING ON SOCIAL MEDIA
What makes us go to social media

If it’s not viral, cute, curious, magical,

If corporate speak from ten years ago is

except

nearly impossible, freaky or popular

dead, how do we revisit the way we

Companies are spending so much time

(which in turn makes us curious or

engage, not to please, but to connect.

on creating relatively cool content, but

more inclined to view material), why

how

on earth do people engage. From a

You want to sell a product, but you can’t

monitored and integrated to bottom

point

sell products if the customer does not

line reporting?

frustration (Trump).

We start with the start; we target, we

From my experience across industries,

schedule,

the

for

is

accidental

the

success

narcissism?

of

it

being

of

adoration

(Aqua

man)

or

‘feel you’ (unless you’re a brotchen or
vetkoek and you sell for NAD2 a pop).

we

post

for

consistent

loves

Across industries, a large percentage of

awareness and hopefully engagement.

competitions (win free stuff), food and

editorial, advertorial, and social media

When posts are shared on commented

recipes

produce),

posts relate to giving back. Either you’re

on, we notice. But part of story telling

locally made and niche (chocolates,

giving some or you ask your customer to

is talking about other people too,

leather, beer, products), and heart-

give you some (ideas, feedback, opinions,

right?

warming

(housing,

likes, shares), because in the story – there

education, healthcare) – just to name a

is more than one character, and more than

few.

one

The part where partners, collaborators,

Namibian

market

(support

local

sponsorships

influencers, or those we admire are
being

included

into

our

posts

influencer

to

OR, we frequently see social media as

encourage their engagement with our

the only way for already frustrated

In

content.

customers

engagements

You can have a ginormous

(or

detractor

for

that

matter).

to

voice

their

opinions.

the

story

you
most

measure

which

influenced

the

following (like Trump), but do people

Unrelated comments on a ‘magical

character’s becoming. The character is

care about what you say?

post’, because the reputation of the

not perfect, makes mistakes, matures –

service

but is always becoming (not entitled).

of

this

product

posts

a

experience point of view. We all like

The character helps a sister, borrows

month (or more, or less), but which

‘new’ or ‘upgraded’ things. The point

someone

ones are the one’s that’ve nailed it?

is, social media posts that perform

motivates

well, do too.

someone a lift, makes the engagement

social

media

channel

a

being

questioned

per

from

is

Companies may push 20-40 different

customer

ring,

money,
an

gathers

assists

a

student,

entrepreneur,
the

honey,

gives

connects

someone online, gives someone a meal it’s the becoming of brand authenticity
that likens an understanding of being
active on social media platforms.
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15 BENEFITS OF TEAM NAMIBIA MEMBERSHIP
ONE: ASSOCIATION WITH A TEAM
NAMIBIA BRAND & USE OF
TRADEMARKED LOGO
Your association with the Team Namibia
brand would position you as an
organisation that is associated with a cause
that ultimately supports the sustainable
development of our economy. Team
Namibia members who are registered with
the member-based marketing organisation,
and who have category 1 or 2 members,
retail members or strategic partners have
the exclusive right to use the Team Namibia
logo when advertising or promoting their
businesses (after approval by Team
Namibia).
Team Namibia members or indeed nonmembers who have registered their
Namibian product/s with Team Namibia and
have paid the related fees, have the
exclusive right to use the Team Namibia
product logo when advertising or
promoting their products (after approval by
Team Namibia).
With the security of a trademarked logo,
members of Team Namibia can ensure to
distinguish their products and services from
their competitors. The trademarked logo
communicates with and captures the
attention of buyers; it conveys the message
that the Namibian product or service meets
quality, health and safety standards and that
the supplier of the service or product is local
and can be trusted to contribute to the local
Namibian economy.

TWO: ADVOCACY
Team Namibia actively engages with
stakeholders ranging from government
through to private sector organisations
across all industry sectors to raise
awareness of Namibian products and
services, and to support our local industry
and service providers.
THREE: TEAM NAMIBIA DIRECTORY
All paid-up members of Team Namibia will
be featured free of charge in Team
Namibia’s Annual Directory, which will be
distributed to key decision makers and
influencers in our economy, and will be
distributed at key targeted “outlets”. In
addition, members will be offered
favourable rates to advertise in the directory
to further increase their exposure. Team
Namibia provides member lists to publishers
of other directories; e.g. Namibia Trade
Directory and Who’s Who.

FOUR NEW MEMBER PROFILES &
CERTIFICATES
Profiles of all new members will be listed in
next Team Namibia newsletter and on social
media platforms, as well as on negotiated
third party platforms. Upon registration of
membership a certificate will be issued to
the new member. An updated certificate will
be issued every year, upon receipt of
payment of membership.
CONTENT MARKETING
FIVE: SOCIAL MEDIA/DIGITAL
MARKETING
Team Namibia is active on various social
and digital marketing platforms. These
currently include LinkedIn, Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook. We have
increasing “following and engagement” on
various platforms. Regular activity by Team
Namibia will benefit all members that are
associated with the Team Namibia brand.
Team Namibia distributes content from your
media releases directly to our audience
(organic or paid for) or curate existing
content, which also allows for third party
endorsement, on a regular basis, to relevant
audiences.
SIX: MEDIA RELEASES
Team Namibia regularly communicates with
the media. If needed, we can distribute your
media releases on a monthly basis to the
media – this includes the print media,
television and radio – including commercial
channels – in Namibia, within the region and
internationally. Team Namibia also writes its
own copy or press releases and generally
approaches its members to give comments
or quotes for Team Namibia press releases
when relevant.
SEVEN: COMPETITIONS/CONTESTS
Team Namibia regularly runs competitions –
on digital platforms and the traditional
media. Aim of the competition is
predominantly to secure greater awareness
of our members and their products and
services as well as greater engagement with
Team Namibia and what it stands for.
EIGHT: NEWSLETTER
Team Namibia produces a regular
newsletter. Recipients of the publication are
member organisations of Team Namibia and
key decision makers in both the public and
private sector. Team Namibia will publish
content received from your organisation on
a regular basis.

NINE: SUPPLEMENTS
Team Namibia negotiates supplements in
key print media supported by affordable
advertising rates for our members. This we
intend to secure on a quarterly basis with a
focus on key local service industries. This
would create editorial opportunity for our
members.
EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS
TEN: TEAM TALK EVENTS:
Team Namibia hosts Team Talk events.
These events allow our members to share
their expertise and to create networks in
view of increasing value addition.
ELEVEN: ARRANGEMENT OF BUSINESS
TO BUSINESS MEETINGS:
Team Namibia will host member networking
events, such as business meetings between
members and retailers. These events allow
our manufacturers and producers to meet
with retailers and distributors.
TWELVE: INVITATION TO PUBLIC
EVENTS:
Team Namibia frequently receives
invitations from government authorities and
other organisations. These are distributed to
our members.
THiRTEEN: ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
All members are invited to attend Team
Namibia’s Annual General Meeting (AGM),
featuring high profile guests and keynote
speakers. Members will have the chance to
network with fellow members and be
updated about latest trends.
FOURTEEN: EXHIBITIONS:
Team Namibia is participating at several
exhibitions per year – at some Team
Namibia will have a small stand, at other
Team Namibia will be attending solely as a
visitor. Team Namibia will engage members
to become co-participants at the exhibitions:
in various ways, shared space,
product/service information for distribution
(flyers) or display of products.
RESEARCH
FIFTEEN: RESEARCH:
Team Namibia gains market intelligence
through regular surveys. These include
perceptions surveys as well as surveys to
establish key trends. Members can also seek
Team Namibia’s support with regard to
conducting surveys. Once we have received
your survey questions, we would be able to
create an online survey on your behalf and
provide you with the raw data for your own
interpretation.
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